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 THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF
 BLACK FEMINIST THOUGHT

 PATRICIA HILL COLLINS

 Sojourner Truth, Anna Julia Cooper, Ida Wells Barnett, and Fan-
 nie Lou Hamer are but a few names from a growing list of distin-
 guished African-American women activists. Although their sus-
 tained resistance to Black women's victimization within interlocking
 systems of race, gender, and class oppression is well known, these
 women did not act alone.' Their actions were nurtured by the sup-
 port of countless, ordinary African-American women who, through
 strategies of everyday resistance, created a powerful foundation for

 Special thanks go out to the following people for reading various drafts of this
 manuscript: Evelyn Nakano Glenn, Lynn Weber Cannon, and participants in the
 1986 Research Institute, Center for Research on Women, Memphis State University;
 Elsa Barkley Brown, Deborah K. King, Elizabeth V. Spelman, and Angelene
 Jamison-Hall; and four anonymous reviewers at Signs.

 1 For analyses of how interlocking systems of oppression affect Black women, see
 Frances Beale, "Double Jeopardy: To Be Black and Female," in The Black Woman,
 ed. Toni Cade (New York: Signet, 1970); Angela Y. Davis, Women, Race and Class
 (New York: Random House, 1981); Bonnie Thornton Dill, "Race, Class, and Gen-
 der: Prospects for an All-Inclusive Sisterhood," Feminist Studies 9, no. 1 (1983):
 131-50; bell hooks, Ain't I a Woman? Black Women and Feminism (Boston: South
 End Press, 1981); Diane Lewis, "A Response to Inequality: Black Women, Racism,
 and Sexism," Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 3, no. 2 (Winter 1977):
 339-61; Pauli Murray, "The Liberation of Black Women," in Voices of the New
 Feminism, ed. Mary Lou Thompson (Boston: Beacon, 1970), 87-102; and the
 introduction in Filomina Chioma Steady, The Black Woman Cross-Culturally (Cam-
 bridge, Mass.: Schenkman, 1981), 7-41.

 [Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 1989, vol. 14, no. 4]
 ? 1989 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 0097-9740/89/1404-0002$01.00
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 this more visible Black feminist activist tradition.2 Such support has
 been essential to the shape and goals of Black feminist thought.

 The long-term and widely shared resistance among African-
 American women can only have been sustained by an enduring and
 shared standpoint among Black women about the meaning of
 oppression and the actions that Black women can and should take
 to resist it. Efforts to identify the central concepts of this Black
 women's standpoint figure prominently in the works of contempo-
 rary Black feminist intellectuals.3 Moreover, political and epistemo-
 logical issues influence the social construction of Black feminist
 thought. Like other subordinate groups, African-American women
 not only have developed distinctive interpretations of Black wom-
 en's oppression but have done so by using alternative ways of
 producing and validating knowledge itself.

 A Black women's standpoint
 The foundation of Black feminist thought

 Black women's everyday acts of resistance challenge two prevailing
 approaches to studying the consciousness of oppressed groups.4
 One approach claims that subordinate groups identify with the
 powerful and have no valid independent interpretation of their own
 oppression.5 The second approach assumes that the oppressed are

 2 See the introduction in Steady for an overview of Black women's strengths. This
 strength-resiliency perspective has greatly influenced empirical work on African-
 American women. See, e.g., Joyce Ladner's study of low-income Black adolescent
 girls, Tomorrow's Tomorrow (New York: Doubleday, 1971); and Lena Wright
 Myers's work on Black women's self-concept, Black Women: Do They Cope Better?
 (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1980). For discussions of Black women's
 resistance, see Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, "Strategies and Forms of Resistance: Focus
 on Slave Women in the United States," in In Resistance: Studies in African,
 Caribbean and Afro-American History, ed. Gary Y. Okihiro (Amherst, Mass.: Uni-
 versity of Massachusetts Press, 1986), 143-65; and Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, "Black
 Women in Resistance: A Cross-Cultural Perspective," in Okihiro, ed., 188-209. For
 a comprehensive discussion of everyday resistance, see James C. Scott, Weapons of
 the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univer-
 sity Press, 1985).

 3 See Patricia Hill Collins's analysis of the substantive content of Black feminist
 thought in "Learning from the Outsider Within: The Sociological Significance of
 Black Feminist Thought," Social Problems 33, no. 6 (1986): 14-32.

 4 Scott describes consciousness as the meaning that people give to their acts
 through the symbols, norms, and ideological forms they create.

 5 This thesis is found in scholarship of varying theoretical perspectives. For
 example, Marxist analyses of working-class consciousness claim that "false con-
 sciousness" makes the working class unable to penetrate the hegemony of ruling-
 class ideologies. See Scott's critique of this literature.
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 less human than their rulers and, therefore, are less capable of
 articulating their own standpoint.6 Both approaches see any inde-
 pendent consciousness expressed by an oppressed group as being
 not of the group's own making and/or inferior to the perspective of
 the dominant group.7 More important, both interpretations suggest
 that oppressed groups lack the motivation for political activism
 because of their flawed consciousness of their own subordination.

 Yet African-American women have been neither passive victims
 of nor willing accomplices to their own domination. As a result,
 emerging work in Black women's studies contends that Black
 women have a self-defined standpoint on their own oppression.8
 Two interlocking components characterize this standpoint. First,
 Black women's political and economic status provides them with a
 distinctive set of experiences that offers a different view of material
 reality than that available to other groups. The unpaid and paid
 work that Black women perform, the types of communities in which
 they live, and the kinds of relationships they have with others
 suggest that African-American women, as a group, experience a
 different world than those who are not Black and female.9 Second,

 6 For example, in Western societies, African-Americans have been judged as
 being less capable of intellectual excellence, more suited to manual labor, and
 therefore as less human than whites. Similarly, white women have been assigned
 roles as emotional, irrational creatures ruled by passions and biological urges. They
 too have been stigmatized as being less than fully human, as being objects. For a
 discussion of the importance that objectification and dehumanization play in
 maintaining systems of domination, see Arthur Brittan and Mary Maynard, Sexism,
 Racism and Oppression (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1984).

 7The tendency for Western scholarship to assess Black culture as pathological
 and deviant illustrates this process. See Rhett S. Jones, "Proving Blacks Inferior:
 The Sociology of Knowledge," in The Death of White Sociology, ed. Joyce Ladner
 (New York: Vintage, 1973), 114-35.

 8 The presence of an independent standpoint does not mean that it is uniformly
 shared by all Black women or even that Black women fully recognize its contours.
 By using the concept of standpoint, I do not mean to minimize the rich diversity
 existing among African-American women. I use the phrase "Black women's stand-
 point" to emphasize the plurality of experiences within the overarching term
 "standpoint." For discussions of the concept of standpoint, see Nancy M. Hartsock,
 "The Feminist Standpoint: Developing the Ground for a Specifically Feminist
 Historical Materialism," in Discovering Reality, ed. Sandra Harding and Merrill
 Hintikka (Boston: D. Reidel, 1983), 283-310, and Money, Sex, and Power (Boston:
 Northeastern University Press, 1983); and Alison M. Jaggar, Feminist Politics and
 Human Nature (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman & Allanheld, 1983), 377-89. My use of the
 standpoint epistemologies as an organizing concept in this essay does not mean that
 the concept is problem-free. For a helpful critique of standpoint epistemologies, see
 Sandra Harding, The Science Question in Feminism (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
 Press, 1986).

 9 One contribution of contemporary Black women's studies is its documentation
 of how race, class, and gender have structured these differences. For representative
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 these experiences stimulate a distinctive Black feminist conscious-
 ness concerning that material reality.'0 In brief, a subordinate group
 not only experiences a different reality than a group that rules, but
 a subordinate group may interpret that reality differently than a
 dominant group.

 Many ordinary African-American women have grasped this
 connection between what one does and how one thinks. Hannah

 Nelson, an elderly Black domestic worker, discusses how work
 shapes the standpoints of African-American and white women:
 "Since I have to work, I don't really have to worry about most of the
 things that most of the white women I have worked for are worrying
 about. And if these women did their own work, they would think
 just like I do-about this, anyway."" Ruth Shays, a Black inner city
 resident, points out how variations in men's and women's experi-
 ences lead to differences in perspective: "The mind of the man and
 the mind of the woman is the same. But this business of living
 makes women use their minds in ways that men don't even have to
 think about."'2 Finally, elderly domestic worker Rosa Wakefield
 assesses how the standpoints of the powerful and those who serve
 them diverge: "If you eats these dinners and don't cook 'em, if you
 wears these clothes and don't buy or iron them, then you might start
 thinking that the good fairy or some spirit did all that.. .. Blackfolks
 don't have no time to be thinking like that. ... But when you don't

 works surveying African-American women's experiences, see Paula Giddings, When
 and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America (New
 York: William Morrow, 1984); and Jacqueline Jones, Labor of Love, Labor of
 Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Family from Slavery to the Present (New
 York: Basic, 1985).

 10 For example, Judith Rollins, Between Women: Domestics and Their Employers
 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1985); and Bonnie Thornton Dill, "'The
 Means to Put My Children Through': Child-Rearing Goals and Strategies among
 Black Female Domestic Servants," in The Black Woman, ed. LaFrances Rodgers-
 Rose (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1980), 107-23, report that Black
 domestic workers do not see themselves as being the devalued workers that their
 employers perceive and construct their own interpretations of the meaning of their
 work. For additional discussions of how Black women's consciousness is shaped by
 the material conditions they encounter, see Ladner (n. 2 above); Myers (n. 2 above);
 and Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, " 'Together and in Harness': Women's Traditions in
 the Sanctified Church," Signs 10, no. 4 (Summer 1985): 678-99. See also Marcia
 Westkott's discussion of consciousness as a sphere of freedom for women in
 "Feminist Criticism of the Social Sciences," Harvard Educational Review 49, no. 4
 (1979): 422-30.

 " John Langston Gwaltney, Drylongso: A Self-Portrait of Black America (New
 York: Vintage, 1980), 4.

 12 Ibid., 33.
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 have anything else to do, you can think like that. It's bad for your
 mind, though."'3

 While African-American women may occupy material positions
 that stimulate a unique standpoint, expressing an independent
 Black feminist consciousness is problematic precisely because
 more powerful groups have a vested interest in suppressing such
 thought. As Hannah Nelson notes, "I have grown to womanhood in
 a world where the saner you are, the madder you are made to
 appear."' Nelson realizes that those who control the schools, the
 media, and other cultural institutions are generally skilled in
 establishing their view of reality as superior to alternative interpre-
 tations. While an oppressed group's experiences may put them in a
 position to see things differently, their lack of control over the
 apparatuses of society that sustain ideological hegemony makes the
 articulation of their self-defined standpoint difficult. Groups un-
 equal in power are correspondingly unequal in their access to the
 resources necessary to implement their perspectives outside their
 particular group.

 One key reason that standpoints of oppressed groups are dis-
 credited and suppressed by the more powerful is that self-defined
 standpoints can stimulate oppressed groups to resist their domina-
 tion. For instance, Annie Adams, a southern Black woman, de-
 scribes how she became involved in civil rights activities.

 When I first went into the mill we had segregated water
 fountains. ... Same thing about the toilets. I had to clean the
 toilets for the inspection room and then, when I got ready to
 go to the bathroom, I had to go all the way to the bottom of
 the stairs to the cellar. So I asked my boss man, "What's the
 difference? If I can go in there and clean them toilets, why
 can't I use them?" Finally, I started to use that toilet. I
 decided I wasn't going to walk a mile to go to the bathroom.'5

 In this case, Adams found the standpoint of the "boss man"
 inadequate, developed one of her own, and acted upon it. In doing
 so, her actions exemplify the connections between experiencing
 oppression, developing a self-defined standpoint on that experi-
 ence, and resistance.

 13 Ibid., 88.
 14 Ibid., 7.

 15 Victoria Byerly, Hard Times Cotton Mill Girls: Personal Histories of Woman-
 hood and Poverty in the South (New York: ILR Press, 1986), 134.
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 The significance of Black feminist thought

 The existence of a distinctive Black women's standpoint does not
 mean that it has been adequately articulated in Black feminist
 thought. Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann provide a useful
 approach to clarifying the relationship between a Black women's
 standpoint and Black feminist thought with the contention that
 knowledge exists on two levels.'6 The first level includes the
 everyday, taken-for-granted knowledge shared by members of a
 given group, such as the ideas expressed by Ruth Shays and Annie
 Adams. Black feminist thought, by extension, represents a second
 level of knowledge, the more specialized knowledge furnished by
 experts who are part of a group and who express the group's
 standpoint. The two levels of knowledge are interdependent; while
 Black feminist thought articulates the taken-for-granted knowledge
 of African-American women, it also encourages all Black women to
 create new self-definitions that validate a Black women's stand-

 point.
 Black feminist thought's potential significance goes far beyond

 demonstrating that Black women can produce independent, spe-
 cialized knowledge. Such thought can encourage collective iden-
 tity by offering Black women a different view of themselves and
 their world than that offered by the established social order. This
 different view encourages African-American women to value their
 own subjective knowledge base.17 By taking elements and themes
 of Black women's culture and traditions and infusing them with
 new meaning, Black feminist thought rearticulates a consciousness
 that already exists.'8 More important, this rearticulated conscious-
 ness gives African-American women another tool of resistance to all
 forms of their subordination.19

 Black feminist thought, then, specializes in formulating and
 rearticulating the distinctive, self-defined standpoint of African-
 American women. One approach to learning more about a Black
 women's standpoint is to consult standard scholarly sources for the

 16 See Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of
 Reality (New York: Doubleday, 1966), for a discussion of everyday thought and the
 role of experts in articulating specialized thought.

 17 See Michael Omi and Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States
 (New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986), esp. 93.

 18 In discussing standpoint epistemologies, Hartsock, in Money, Sex, and Power,
 notes that a standpoint is "achieved rather than obvious, a mediated rather than
 immediate understanding" (132).

 '9 See Scott (n. 2 above); and Hartsock, Money, Sex, and Power (n. 8 above).
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 ideas of specialists on Black women's experiences.2" But investigat-
 ing a Black women's standpoint and Black feminist thought re-
 quires more ingenuity than that required in examining the stand-
 points and thought of white males. Rearticulating the standpoint of
 African-American women through Black feminist thought is much
 more difficult since one cannot use the same techniques to study
 the knowledge of the dominated as one uses to study the knowl-
 edge of the powerful. This is precisely because subordinate groups
 have long had to use alternative ways to create an independent
 consciousness and to rearticulate it through specialists validated by
 the oppressed themselves.

 The Eurocentric masculinist knowledge-validation process2

 All social thought, including white masculinist and Black feminist,
 reflects the interests and standpoint of its creators. As Karl Mann-
 heim notes, "If one were to trace in detail ... the origin and ...
 diffusion of a certain thought-model, one would discover the ...
 affinity it has to the social position of given groups and their manner
 of interpreting the world."22 Scholars, publishers, and other experts
 represent specific interests and credentialing processes, and their
 knowledge claims must satisfy the epistemological and political
 criteria of the contexts in which they reside.23

 20 Some readers may question how one determines whether the ideas of any
 given African-American woman are "feminist" and "Afrocentric." I offer the follow-
 ing working definitions. I agree with the general definition of feminist conscious-
 ness provided by Black feminist sociologist Deborah K. King: "Any purposes, goals,
 and activities which seek to enhance the potential of women, to ensure their liberty,
 afford them equal opportunity, and to permit and encourage their self-determination
 represent a feminist consciousness, even if they occur within a racial community"
 (in "Race, Class and Gender Salience in Black Women's Womanist Consciousness"
 [Dartmouth College, Department of Sociology, Hanover, N.H., 1987, typescript],
 22). To be Black or Afrocentric, such thought must not only reflect a similar concern
 for the self-determination of African-American people, but must in some way draw
 upon key elements of an Afrocentric tradition as well.

 21 The Eurocentric masculinist process is defined here as the institutions,
 paradigms, and any elements of the knowledge-validation procedure controlled by
 white males and whose purpose is to represent a white male standpoint. While this
 process represents the interests of powerful white males, various dimensions of the
 process are not necessarily managed by white males themselves.

 22 Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia: An Introduction to the Sociology of
 Knowledge (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1936, 1954), 276.

 23 The knowledge-validation model used in this essay is taken from Michael
 Mulkay, Science and the Sociology of Knowledge (Boston: Allen & Unwin, 1979).
 For a general discussion of the structure of knowledge, see Thomas Kuhn, The
 Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962).
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 Two political criteria influence the knowledge-validation pro-
 cess. First, knowledge claims must be evaluated by a community of
 experts whose members represent the standpoints of the groups
 from which they originate. Second, each community of experts
 must maintain its credibility as defined by the larger group in
 which it is situated and from which it draws its basic, taken-
 for-granted knowledge.

 When white males control the knowledge-validation process,
 both political criteria can work to suppress Black feminist thought.
 Since the general culture shaping the taken-for-granted knowledge
 of the community of experts is one permeated by widespread
 notions of Black and female inferiority,24 new knowledge claims
 that seem to violate these fundamental assumptions are likely to be
 viewed as anomalies.25 Moreover, specialized thought challenging
 notions of Black and female inferiority is unlikely to be generated
 from within a white-male-controlled academic community because
 both the kinds of questions that could be asked and the explana-
 tions that would be found satisfying would necessarily reflect a
 basic lack of familiarity with Black women's reality.26

 The experiences of African-American women scholars illustrate
 how individuals who wish to rearticulate a Black women's

 standpoint through Black feminist thought can be suppressed by a
 white-male-controlled knowledge-validation process. Exclusion
 from basic literacy, quality educational experiences, and faculty
 and administrative positions has limited Black women's access to
 influential academic positions.27 Thus, while Black women can
 produce knowledge claims that contest those advanced by the
 white male community, this community does not grant that Black
 women scholars have competing knowledge claims based in
 another knowledge-validation process. As a consequence, any

 24 For analyses of the content and functions of images of Black female inferiority,
 see Mae King, "The Politics of Sexual Stereotypes," Black Scholar 4, nos. 6-7
 (1973): 12-23; Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, "From Slavery to Social Welfare: Racism
 and the Control of Black Women," in Class, Race, and Sex: The Dynamics of
 Control, ed. Amy Smerdlow and Helen Lessinger (Boston: G. K. Hall, 1981),
 288-300; and Elizabeth Higginbotham, "Two Representative Issues in Contempo-
 rary Sociological Work on Black Women," in But Some of Us Are Brave, ed. Gloria T.
 Hull, Patricia Bell Scott, and Barbara Smith (Old Westbury, N.Y.: Feminist Press,
 1982).

 25 Kuhn.

 26 Evelyn Fox Keller, Reflections on Gender and Science (New Haven, Conn.:
 Yale University Press, 1985), 167.

 27 Maxine Baca Zinn, Lynn Weber Cannon, Elizabeth Higginbotham, and Bonnie
 Thornton Dill, "The Cost of Exclusionary Practices in Women's Studies," Signs 11,
 no. 2 (Winter 1986): 290-303.
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 credentials controlled by white male academicians can be denied
 to Black women producing Black feminist thought on the grounds
 that it is not credible research.

 Those Black women with academic credentials who seek to

 exert the authority that their status grants them to propose new
 knowledge claims about African-American women face pressures to
 use their authority to help legitimate a system that devalues and
 excludes the majority of Black women.28 One way of excluding the
 majority of Black women from the knowledge-validation process is
 to permit a few Black women to acquire positions of authority in
 institutions that legitimate knowledge and to encourage them to
 work within the taken-for-granted assumptions of Black female
 inferiority shared by the scholarly community and the culture at
 large. Those Black women who accept these assumptions are likely
 to be rewarded by their institutions, often at significant personal
 cost. Those challenging the assumptions run the risk of being
 ostracized.

 African-American women academicians who persist in trying to
 rearticulate a Black women's standpoint also face potential rejec-
 tion of their knowledge claims on epistemological grounds. Just as
 the material realities of the powerful and the dominated produce
 separate standpoints, each group may also have distinctive episte-
 mologies or theories of knowledge. It is my contention that Black
 female scholars may know that something is true but be unwilling
 or unable to legitimate their claims using Eurocentric masculinist
 criteria for consistency with substantiated knowledge and Eurocen-
 tric masculinist criteria for methodological adequacy.

 For any particular interpretive context, new knowledge claims
 must be consistent with an existing body of knowledge that the
 group controlling the interpretive context accepts as true. The
 methods used to validate knowledge claims must also be accept-
 able to the group controlling the knowledge-validation process.

 The criteria for the methodological adequacy of positivism
 illustrate the epistemological standards that Black women scholars

 28 Berger and Luckmann (n. 16 above) note that if an outsider group, in this case
 African-American women, recognizes that the insider group, namely, white men,
 requires special privileges from the larger society, a special problem arises of
 keeping the outsiders out and at the same time having them acknowledge the
 legitimacy of this procedure. Accepting a few "safe" outsiders is one way of
 addressing this legitimation problem. Collins's discussion (n. 3 above) of Black
 women as "outsiders within" addresses this issue. Other relevant works include

 Franz Fanon's analysis of the role of the national middle class in maintaining
 colonial systems, The Wretched of the Earth (New York: Grove, 1963); and William
 Tabb's discussion of the use of "bright natives" in controlling African-American
 communities, The Political Economy of the Black Ghetto (New York: Norton, 1970).
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 would have to satisfy in legitimating alternative knowledge
 claims.29 Positivist approaches aim to create scientific descriptions of
 reality by producing objective generalizations. Since researchers
 have widely differing values, experiences, and emotions, genuine
 science is thought to be unattainable unless all human characteris-
 tics except rationality are eliminated from the research process. By
 following strict methodological rules, scientists aim to distance
 themselves from the values, vested interests, and emotions gener-
 ated by their class, race, sex, or unique situation and in so doing
 become detached observers and manipulators of nature.30

 Several requirements typify positivist methodological ap-
 proaches. First, research methods generally require a distancing of
 the researcher from her/his "object" of study by defining the
 researcher as a "subject" with full human subjectivity and objecti-
 fying the "object" of study.31 A second requirement is the absence
 of emotions from the research process.32 Third, ethics and values are
 deemed inappropriate in the research process, either as the reason
 for scientific inquiry or as part of the research process itself.33
 Finally, adversarial debates, whether written or oral, become the
 preferred method of ascertaining truth-the arguments that can
 withstand the greatest assault and survive intact become the
 strongest truths.34

 Such criteria ask African-American women to objectify them-
 selves, devalue their emotional life, displace their motivations for
 furthering knowledge about Black women, and confront, in an
 adversarial relationship, those who have more social, economic,

 29 While I have been describing Eurocentric masculinist approaches as a single
 process, there are many schools of thought or paradigms subsumed under this one
 process. Positivism represents one such paradigm. See Harding (n. 8 above) for an
 overview and critique of this literature. The following discussion depends heavily
 on Jaggar (n. 8 above), 355-58.

 30 Jaggar, 356.
 31 See Keller, especially her analysis of static autonomy and its relation to

 objectivity (67-126).
 32 Ironically, researchers must "objectify" themselves to achieve this lack of bias.

 See Arlie Russell Hochschild, "The Sociology of Feeling and Emotion: Selected
 Possibilities," in Another Voice: Feminist Perspectives on Social Life and Social
 Science, ed. Marcia Millman and Rosabeth Kanter (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor, 1975),
 280-307. Also, see Jaggar.

 33 See Norma Haan, Robert Bellah, Paul Rabinow, and William Sullivan, eds.,
 Social Science as Moral Inquiry (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983), esp.
 Michelle Z. Rosaldo's "Moral/Analytic Dilemmas Posed by the Intersection of
 Feminism and Social Science," 76-96; and Robert Bellah's "The Ethical Aims of
 Social Inquiry," 360-81.

 34 Janice Moulton, "A Paradigm of Philosophy: The Adversary Method," in
 Harding and Hintikka, eds. (n. 8 above), 149-64.
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 and professional power than they. It seems unlikely, therefore, that
 Black women would use a positivist epistemological stance in
 rearticulating a Black women's standpoint. Black women are more
 likely to choose an alternative epistemology for assessing knowl-
 edge claims, one using standards that are consistent with Black
 women's criteria for substantiated knowledge and with Black
 women's criteria for methodological adequacy. If such an episte-
 mology exists, what are its contours? Moreover, what is its role in
 the production of Black feminist thought?

 The contours of an Afrocentric feminist epistemology

 Africanist analyses of the Black experience generally agree on the
 fundamental elements of an Afrocentric standpoint. In spite of
 varying histories, Black societies reflect elements of a core African
 value system that existed prior to and independently of racial
 oppression.35 Moreover, as a result of colonialism, imperialism,
 slavery, apartheid, and other systems of racial domination, Blacks
 share a common experience of oppression. These similarities in
 material conditions have fostered shared Afrocentric values that

 permeate the family structure, religious institutions, culture, and
 community life of Blacks in varying parts of Africa, the Caribbean,
 South America, and North America.36 This Afrocentric conscious-
 ness permeates the shared history of people of African descent
 through the framework of a distinctive Afrocentric epistemology.37

 35 For detailed discussions of the Afrocentric worldview, see John S. Mbiti,
 African Religions and Philosophy (London: Heinemann, 1969); Dominique Zahan,
 The Religion, Spirituality, and Thought of Traditional Africa (Chicago: University
 of Chicago Press, 1979); and Mechal Sobel, Trabelin' On: The Slave Journey to an
 Afro-Baptist Faith (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1979), 1-76.

 36 For representative works applying these concepts to African-American culture,
 see Niara Sudarkasa, "Interpreting the African Heritage in Afro-American Family
 Organization," in Black Families, ed. Harriette Pipes McAdoo (Beverly Hills, Calif.:
 Sage, 1981); Henry H. Mitchell and Nicholas Cooper Lewter, Soul Theology: The
 Heart of American Black Culture (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1986); Robert Far-
 ris Thompson, Flash of the Spirit: African and Afro-American Art and Philosophy
 (New York: Vintage, 1983); and Ortiz M. Walton, "Comparative Analysis of the
 African and the Western Aesthetics," in The Black Aesthetic, ed. Addison Gayle
 (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1971), 154-64.

 3' One of the best discussions of an Afrocentric epistemology is offered by
 James E. Turner, "Foreword: Africana Studies and Epistemology; a Discourse in the
 Sociology of Knowledge," in The Next Decade: Theoretical and Research Issues in
 Africana Studies, ed. James E. Turner (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Africana
 Studies and Research Center, 1984), v-xxv. See also Vernon Dixon, "World Views
 and Research Methodology," summarized in Harding (n. 8 above), 170.
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 Feminist scholars advance a similar argument. They assert that
 women share a history of patriarchal oppression through the polit-
 ical economy of the material conditions of sexuality and
 reproduction.38 These shared material conditions are thought to
 transcend divisions among women created by race, social class,
 religion, sexual orientation, and ethnicity and to form the basis of a
 women's standpoint with its corresponding feminist consciousness
 and epistemology.39

 Since Black women have access to both the Afrocentric and the

 feminist standpoints, an alternative epistemology used to rearticu-
 late a Black women's standpoint reflects elements of both
 traditions.4' The search for the distinguishing features of an alter-
 native epistemology used by African-American women reveals that
 values and ideas that Africanist scholars identify as being charac-
 teristically "Black" often bear remarkable resemblance to similar
 ideas claimed by feminist scholars as being characteristically
 "female."4' This similarity suggests that the material conditions of
 oppression can vary dramatically and yet generate some uniformity

 38 See Hester Eisenstein, Contemporary Feminist Thought (Boston: G. K. Hall,
 1983). Nancy Hartsock's Money, Sex, and Power (n. 8 above), 145-209, offers a
 particularly insightful analysis of women's oppression.

 39 For discussions of feminist consciousness, see Dorothy Smith, "A Sociology for
 Women," in The Prism of Sex: Essays in the Sociology of Knowledge, ed. Julia A.
 Sherman and Evelyn T. Beck (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1979); and
 Michelle Z. Rosaldo, "Women, Culture, and Society: A Theoretical Overview," in
 Woman, Culture, and Society, ed. Michelle Z. Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere
 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1974), 17-42. Feminist epistemologies
 are surveyed by Jaggar (n. 8 above).

 40 One significant difference between Afrocentric and feminist standpoints is that
 much of what is termed women's culture is, unlike African-American culture,
 created in the context of and produced by oppression. Those who argue for a
 women's culture are electing to value, rather than denigrate, those traits associated
 with females in white patriarchal societies. While this choice is important, it is not
 the same as identifying an independent, historic culture associated with a society. I
 am indebted to Deborah K. King for this point.

 41 Critiques of the Eurocentric masculinist knowledge-validation process by both
 Africanist and feminist scholars illustrate this point. What one group labels "white"
 and "Eurocentric," the other describes as "male-dominated" and "masculinist."
 Although he does not emphasize its patriarchal and racist features, Morris Berman's
 The Reenchantment of the World (New York: Bantam, 1981) provides a historical
 discussion of Western thought. Afrocentric analyses of this same process can be
 found in Molefi Kete Asante, "International/Intercultural Relations," in Contempo-
 rary Black Thought, ed. Molefi Kete Asante and Abdulai S. Vandi (Beverly Hills,
 Calif.: Sage, 1980), 43-58; and Dona Richards, "European Mythology: The
 Ideology of 'Progress,' " in Asante and Vandi, eds., 59-79. For feminist analyses,
 see Hartsock, Money, Sex, and Power. Harding also discusses this similarity (see
 chap. 7, "Other 'Others' and Fractured Identities: Issues for Epistemologists,"
 163-96).
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 in the epistemologies of subordinate groups. Thus, the significance
 of an Afrocentric feminist epistemology may lie in its enrichment of
 our understanding of how subordinate groups create knowledge
 that enables them to resist oppression.

 The parallels between the two conceptual schemes raise a
 question: Is the worldview of women of African descent more
 intensely infused with the overlapping feminine/Afrocentric stand-
 points than is the case for either African-American men or white
 women?42 While an Afrocentric feminist epistemology reflects ele-
 ments of epistemologies used by Blacks as a group and women as a
 group, it also paradoxically demonstrates features that may be
 unique to Black women. On certain dimensions, Black women may
 more closely resemble Black men, on others, white women, and on
 still others, Black women may stand apart from both groups. Black
 feminist sociologist Deborah K. King describes this phenomenon
 as a "both/or" orientation, the act of being simultaneously a
 member of a group and yet standing apart from it. She suggests that
 multiple realities among Black women yield a "multiple conscious-
 ness in Black women's politics" and that this state of belonging yet
 not belonging forms an integral part of Black women's oppositional
 consciousness.43 Bonnie Thornton Dill's analysis of how Black
 women live with contradictions, a situation she labels the "dia-
 lectics of Black womanhood," parallels King's assertions that this
 "both/or" orientation is central to an Afrocentric feminist

 consciousness.44 Rather than emphasizing how a Black women's
 standpoint and its accompanying epistemology are different than
 those in Afrocentric and feminist analyses, I use Black women's
 experiences as a point of contact between the two.

 Viewing an Afrocentric feminist epistemology in this way chal-
 lenges analyses claiming that Black women have a more accurate
 view of oppression than do other groups. Such approaches suggest
 that oppression can be quantified and compared and that adding
 layers of oppression produces a potentially clearer standpoint.
 While it is tempting to claim that Black women are more oppressed
 than everyone else and therefore have the best standpoint from
 which to understand the mechanisms, processes, and effects of
 oppression, this simply may not be the case.45

 42 Harding, 166.
 43 D. King (n. 20 above).
 44 Bonnie Thornton Dill, "The Dialectics of Black Womanhood," Signs 4, no. 3

 (Spring 1979): 543-55.
 45 One implication of standpoint approaches is that the more subordinate the

 group, the purer the vision of the oppressed group. This is an outcome of the origins
 of standpoint approaches in Marxist social theory, itself a dualistic analysis of social
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 African-American women do not uniformly share an Afrocentric
 feminist epistemology since social class introduces variations
 among Black women in seeing, valuing, and using Afrocentric
 feminist perspectives. While a Black women's standpoint and its
 accompanying epistemology stem from Black women's conscious-
 ness of race and gender oppression, they are not simply the result
 of combining Afrocentric and female values-standpoints are
 rooted in real material conditions structured by social class.46

 Concrete experience as a criterion of meaning

 Carolyn Chase, a thirty-one-year-old inner city Black woman, notes,
 "My aunt used to say, 'A heap see, but a few know.' "47 This saying
 depicts two types of knowing, knowledge and wisdom, and taps the
 first dimension of an Afrocentric feminist epistemology. Living life
 as Black women requires wisdom since knowledge about the
 dynamics of race, gender, and class subordination has been essen-
 tial to Black women's survival. African-American women give such
 wisdom high credence in assessing knowledge.

 Allusions to these two types of knowing pervade the words of a
 range of African-American women. In explaining the tenacity of
 racism, Zilpha Elaw, a preacher of the mid-1800s, noted: "The
 pride of a white skin is a bauble of great value with many in some
 parts of the United States, who readily sacrifice their intelligence to
 their prejudices, and possess more knowledge than wisdom."48 In
 describing differences separating African-American and white
 women, Nancy White invokes a similar rule: "When you come right
 down to it, white women just think they are free. Black women

 structure. Because such approaches rely on quantifying and ranking human
 oppressions-familiar tenets of positivist approaches-they are rejected by Blacks
 and feminists alike. See Harding (n. 8 above) for a discussion of this point. See also
 Elizabeth V. Spelman's discussion of the fallacy of additive oppression in "Theories
 of Race and Gender: The Erasure of Black Women," Quest 5, no. 4 (1982): 36-62.

 46 Class differences among Black women may be marked. For example, see Paula
 Giddings's analysis (n. 9 above) of the role of social class in shaping Black women's
 political activism; or Elizabeth Higginbotham's study of the effects of social class in
 Black women's college attendance in "Race and Class Barriers to Black Women's
 College Attendance," Journal of Ethnic Studies 13, no. 1 (1985): 89-107. Those
 African-American women who have experienced the greatest degree of convergence
 of race, class, and gender oppression may be in a better position to recognize and use
 an alternative epistemology.

 47 Gwaltney (n. 11 above), 83.
 48 William L. Andrews, Sisters of the Spirit: Three Black Women's Autobiogra-

 phies of the Nineteenth Century (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 85.
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 know they ain't free."49 Geneva Smitherman, a college professor
 specializing in African-American linguistics, suggests that "from a
 black perspective, written documents are limited in what they can
 teach about life and survival in the world. Blacks are quick to
 ridicule 'educated fools,' ... they have 'book learning' but no
 'mother wit,' knowledge, but not wisdom."5 Mabel Lincoln elo-
 quently summarizes the distinction between knowledge and wis-
 dom: "To black people like me, a fool is funny-you know, people
 who love to break bad, people you can't tell anything to, folks that
 would take a shotgun to a roach."51

 Black women need wisdom to know how to deal with the

 "educated fools" who would "take a shotgun to a roach." As
 members of a subordinate group, Black women cannot afford to be
 fools of any type, for their devalued status denies them the
 protections that white skin, maleness, and wealth confer. This
 distinction between knowledge and wisdom, and the use of expe-
 rience as the cutting edge dividing them, has been key to Black
 women's survival. In the context of race, gender, and class oppres-
 sion, the distinction is essential since knowledge without wisdom
 is adequate for the powerful, but wisdom is essential to the survival
 of the subordinate.

 For ordinary African-American women, those individuals who
 have lived through the experiences about which they claim to be
 experts are more believable and credible than those who have
 merely read or thought about such experiences. Thus, concrete
 experience as a criterion for credibility frequently is invoked by
 Black women when making knowledge claims. For instance, Han-
 nah Nelson describes the importance that personal experience has
 for her: "Our speech is most directly personal, and every black
 person assumes that every other black person has a right to a
 personal opinion. In speaking of grave matters, your personal
 experience is considered very good evidence. With us, distant
 statistics are certainly not as important as the actual experience of a
 sober person."52 Similarly, Ruth Shays uses her concrete experi-
 ences to challenge the idea that formal education is the only route
 to knowledge: "I am the kind of person who doesn't have a lot of
 education, but both my mother and my father had good common
 sense. Now, I think that's all you need. I might not know how to use
 thirty-four words where three would do, but that does not mean that

 49 Gwaltney, 147.
 50 Geneva Smitherman, Talkin and Testifyin: The Language of Black America

 (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1986), 76.
 51 Gwaltney, 68.
 52 Ibid., 7.
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 I don't know what I'm talking about ... I know what I'm talking
 about because I'm talking about myself. I'm talking about what I
 have lived."53 Implicit in Shays's self-assessment is a critique of the
 type of knowledge that obscures the truth, the "thirty-four words"
 that cover up a truth that can be expressed in three.

 Even after substantial mastery of white masculinist epistemol-
 ogies, many Black women scholars invoke their own concrete
 experiences and those of other Black women in selecting topics for
 investigation and methodologies used. For example, Elsa Barkley
 Brown subtitles her essay on Black women's history, "how my
 mother taught me to be an historian in spite of my academic
 training."54 Similarly, Joyce Ladner maintains that growing up as a
 Black woman in the South gave her special insights in conducting
 her study of Black adolescent women.55

 Henry Mitchell and Nicholas Lewter claim that experience as a
 criterion of meaning with practical images as its symbolic vehicles
 is a fundamental epistemological tenet in African-American
 thought-systems.56 Stories, narratives, and Bible principles are
 selected for their applicability to the lived experiences of African-
 Americans and become symbolic representations of a whole wealth
 of experience. For example, Bible tales are told for their value to
 common life, so their interpretation involves no need for scientific
 historical verification. The narrative method requires that the story
 be "told, not torn apart in analysis, and trusted as core belief, not
 admired as science."57 Any biblical story contains more than char-
 acters and a plot-it presents key ethical issues salient in African-
 American life.

 June Jordan's essay about her mother's suicide exemplifies the
 multiple levels of meaning that can occur when concrete experi-
 ences are used as a criterion of meaning. Jordan describes her
 mother, a woman who literally died trying to stand up, and the
 effect that her mother's death had on her own work:

 I think all of this is really about women and work. Certainly
 this is all about me as a woman and my life work. I mean I am

 53 Ibid., 27, 33.
 5 Elsa Barkley Brown, "Hearing Our Mothers' Lives" (paper presented at the

 Fifteenth Anniversary Faculty Lecture Series, African-American and African Stud-
 ies, Emory University, Atlanta, 1986).

 55 Ladner (n. 2 above).
 56 Mitchell and Lewter (n. 36 above). The use of the narrative approach in

 African-American theology exemplifies an inductive system of logic alternately
 called "folk wisdom" or a survival-based, need-oriented method of assessing
 knowledge claims.

 57 Ibid., 8.
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 not sure my mother's suicide was something extraordinary.
 Perhaps most women must deal with a similar inheritance,
 the legacy of a woman whose death you cannot possibly
 pinpoint because she died so many, many times and because,
 even before she became your mother, the life of that woman
 was taken. ... I came too late to help my mother to her feet.
 By way of everlasting thanks to all of the women who have
 helped me to stay alive I am working never to be late again.58

 While Jordan has knowledge about the concrete act of her mother's
 death, she also strives for wisdom concerning the meaning of that
 death.

 Some feminist scholars offer a similar claim that women, as a
 group, are more likely than men to use concrete knowledge in
 assessing knowledge claims. For example, a substantial number of
 the 135 women in a study of women's cognitive development were
 "connected knowers" and were drawn to the sort of knowledge that
 emerges from first-hand observation. Such women felt that since
 knowledge comes from experience, the best way of understanding
 another person's ideas was to try to share the experiences that led
 the person to form those ideas. At the heart of the procedures used
 by connected knowers is the capacity for empathy.59

 In valuing the concrete, African-American women may be
 invoking not only an Afrocentric tradition, but a women's tradition
 as well. Some feminist theorists suggest that women are socialized
 in complex relational nexuses where contextual rules take priority
 over abstract principles in governing behavior. This socialization
 process is thought to stimulate characteristic ways of knowing.60 For
 example, Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith maintains that two
 modes of knowing exist, one located in the body and the space it
 occupies and the other passing beyond it. She asserts that women,
 through their child-rearing and nurturing activities, mediate these
 two modes and use the concrete experiences of their daily lives to
 assess more abstract knowledge claims.61

 Amanda King, a young Black mother, describes how she used
 the concrete to assess the abstract and points out how difficult
 mediating these two modes of knowing can be:

 58 June Jordan, On Call: Political Essays (Boston: South End Press, 1985), 26.
 59 Mary Belenky, Blythe Clinchy, Nancy Goldberger, and Jill Tarule, Women's

 Ways of Knowing (New York: Basic, 1986), 113.
 60 Hartsock, Money, Sex and Power (n. 8 above), 237; and Nancy Chodorow, The

 Reproduction of Mothering (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
 Press, 1978).

 61 Dorothy Smith, The Everyday World as Problematic (Boston: Northeastern
 University Press, 1987).
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 The leaders of the ROC [a labor union] lost their jobs too, but
 it just seemed like they were used to losing their jobs....
 This was like a lifelong thing for them, to get out there and
 protest. They were like, what do you call them-
 intellectuals.... You got the ones that go to the university
 that are supposed to make all the speeches, they're the ones
 that are supposed to lead, you know, put this little revolution
 together, and then you got the little ones ... that go to the
 factory everyday, they be the ones that have to fight. I had a
 child and I thought I don't have the time to be running
 around with these people. ... I mean I understand some of
 that stuff they were talking about, like the bourgeoisie, the
 rich and the poor and all that, but I had surviving on my mind
 for me and my kid.62

 For King, abstract ideals of class solidarity were mediated by the
 concrete experience of motherhood and the connectedness it in-
 volved.

 In traditional African-American communities, Black women find
 considerable institutional support for valuing concrete experience.
 Black extended families and Black churches are two key institu-
 tions where Black women experts with concrete knowledge of what
 it takes to be self-defined Black women share their knowledge with
 their younger, less experienced sisters. This relationship of sister-
 hood among Black women can be seen as a model for a whole series
 of relationships that African-American women have with each
 other, whether it is networks among women in extended families,
 among women in the Black church, or among women in the
 African-American community at large.63

 Since the Black church and the Black family are both woman-
 centered and Afrocentric institutions, African-American women
 traditionally have found considerable institutional support for this
 dimension of an Afrocentric feminist epistemology in ways that are
 unique to them. While white women may value the concrete, it is

 62 Byerly (n. 15 above), 198.
 63 For Black women's centrality in the family, see Steady (n. 1 above); Ladner (n.

 2 above); Brown (n. 54 above); and McAdoo, ed. (n. 36 above). See Gilkes,
 "'Together and in Harness' " (n. 10 above), for Black women in the church; and
 chap. 4 of Deborah Gray White, Ar'n't I a Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation
 South (New York: Norton, 1985). See also Gloria Joseph, "Black Mothers and
 Daughters: Their Roles and Functions in American Society," in Common Differ-
 ences: Conflicts in Black and White Feminist Perspectives, ed. Gloria Joseph and Jill
 Lewis (Garden City, N.Y: Anchor, 1981), 75-126. Even though Black women play
 essential roles in Black families and Black churches, these institutions are not free
 from sexism.
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 questionable whether white families, particularly middle-class
 nuclear ones, and white community institutions provide compara-
 ble types of support. Similarly, while Black men are supported by
 Afrocentric institutions, they cannot participate in Black women's
 sisterhood. In terms of Black women's relationships with one
 another then, African-American women may indeed find it easier
 than others to recognize connectedness as a primary way of know-
 ing, simply because they are encouraged to do so by Black women's
 tradition of sisterhood.

 The use of dialogue in assessing knowledge claims

 For Black women, new knowledge claims are rarely worked out in
 isolation from other individuals and are usually developed through
 dialogues with other members of a community. A primary episte-
 mological assumption underlying the use of dialogue in assessing
 knowledge claims is that connectedness rather than separation is an
 essential component of the knowledge-validation process.64

 The use of dialogue has deep roots in an African-based oral
 tradition and in African-American culture.65 Ruth Shays describes
 the importance of dialogue in the knowledge-validation process of
 enslaved African-Americans: "They would find a lie if it took them
 a year ... the foreparents found the truth because they listened and
 they made people tell their part many times. Most often you can
 hear a lie.. .. Those old people was everywhere and knew the truth
 of many disputes. They believed that a liar should suffer the pain of
 his lies, and they had all kinds of ways of bringing liars to
 judgement."66

 The widespread use of the call and response discourse mode
 among African-Americans exemplifies the importance placed on
 dialogue. Composed of spontaneous verbal and nonverbal interac-
 tion between speaker and listener in which all of the speaker's
 statements or "calls" are punctuated by expressions or "responses"
 from the listener, this Black discourse mode pervades African-
 American culture. The fundamental requirement of this interactive
 network is active participation of all individuals.67 For ideas to be
 tested and validated, everyone in the group must participate. To

 64 As Belenky et al. note, "Unlike the eye, the ear requires closeness between
 subject and object. Unlike seeing, speaking and listening suggest dialogue and
 interaction" (18).

 65 Thomas Kochman, Black and White: Styles in Conflict (Chicago: University of
 Chicago Press, 1981); and Smitherman (n. 50 above).

 66 Gwaltney (n. 11 above), 32.
 67 Smitherman, 108.
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 refuse to join in, especially if one really disagrees with what has
 been said is seen as "cheating."68

 June Jordan's analysis of Black English points to the signifi-
 cance of this dimension of an alternative epistemology.

 Our language is a system constructed by people constantly
 needing to insist that we exist. . . . Our language devolves
 from a culture that abhors all abstraction, or anything tending
 to obscure or delete the fact of the human being who is here
 and now/the truth of the person who is speaking or listening.
 Consequently, there is no passive voice construction possi-
 ble in Black English. For example, you cannot say, "Black
 English is being eliminated." You must say, instead, "White
 people eliminating Black English." The assumption of the
 presence of life governs all of Black English ... every
 sentence assumes the living and active participation of at
 least two human beings, the speaker and the listener.69

 Many Black women intellectuals invoke the relationships and
 connectedness provided by use of dialogue. When asked why she
 chose the themes she did, novelist Gayle Jones replied: "I was ...
 interested ... in oral traditions of storytelling-Afro-American and
 others, in which there is always the consciousness and importance
 of the hearer."70 In describing the difference in the way male and
 female writers select significant events and relationships, Jones
 points out that "with many women writers, relationships within
 family, community, between men and women, and among women-
 from slave narratives by black women writers on-are treated as
 complex and significant relationships, whereas with many men the
 significant relationships are those that involve confrontations-
 relationships outside the family and community."7' Alice Walker's
 reaction to Zora Neale Hurston's book, Mules and Men, is another
 example of the use of dialogue in assessing knowlege claims. In
 Mules and Men, Hurston chose not to become a detached observer
 of the stories and folktales she collected but instead, through
 extensive dialogues with the people in the communities she
 studied, placed herself at the center of her analysis. Using a similar
 process, Walker tests the truth of Hurston's knowledge claims:
 "When I read Mules and Men I was delighted. Here was this
 perfect book! The 'perfection' of which I immediately tested on my

 68 Kochman, 28.
 69 Jordan (n. 58 above), 129.
 70 Claudia Tate, Black Women Writers at Work (New York: Continuum, 1983), 91.
 1 Ibid., 92.
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 relatives, who are such typical Black Americans they are useful for
 every sort of political, cultural, or economic survey. Very regular
 people from the South, rapidly forgetting their Southern cultural
 inheritance in the suburbs and ghettos of Boston and New York,
 they sat around reading the book themselves, listening to me read
 the book, listening to each other read the book, and a kind of
 paradise was regained."72

 Their centrality in Black churches and Black extended families
 provides Black women with a high degree of support from Black
 institutions for invoking dialogue as a dimension of an Afrocentric
 feminist epistemology. However, when African-American women
 use dialogues in assessing knowledge claims, they might be invok-
 ing a particularly female way of knowing as well. Feminist scholars
 contend that males and females are socialized within their families

 to seek different types of autonomy, the former based on separation,
 the latter seeking connectedness, and that this variation in types of
 autonomy parallels the characteristic differences between male and
 female ways of knowing.73 For instance, in contrast to the visual
 metaphors (such as equating knowledge with illumination, know-
 ing with seeing, and truth with light) that scientists and philoso-
 phers typically use, women tend to ground their epistemological
 premises in metaphors suggesting speaking and listening.74

 While there are significant differences between the roles Black
 women play in their families and those played by middle-class
 white women, Black women clearly are affected by general cultural
 norms prescribing certain familial roles for women. Thus, in terms
 of the role of dialogue in an Afrocentric feminist epistemology,
 Black women may again experience a convergence of the values of
 the African-American community and woman-centered values.

 The ethic of caring

 "Ole white preachers used to talk wid dey tongues widdout sayin'
 nothin', but Jesus told us slaves to talk wid our hearts."75 These
 words of an ex-slave suggest that ideas cannot be divorced from the
 individuals who create and share them. This theme of "talking with
 the heart" taps another dimension of an alternative epistemology
 used by African-American women, the ethic of caring. Just as the
 ex-slave used the wisdom in his heart to reject the ideas of the

 72 Alice Walker, In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens (New York: Harcourt Brace
 Jovanovich, 1974), 84.

 73 Keller (n. 26 above); Chodorow (n. 60 above).
 74 Belenky et al. (n. 59 above), 16.
 75 Thomas Webber, Deep Like the Rivers (New York: Norton, 1978), 127.
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 preachers who talked "wid dey tongues widdout sayin' nothin',"
 the ethic of caring suggests that personal expressiveness, emotions,
 and empathy are central to the knowledge-validation process.

 One of three interrelated components making up the ethic of
 caring is the emphasis placed on individual uniqueness. Rooted in
 a tradition of African humanism, each individual is thought to be a
 unique expression of a common spirit, power, or energy expressed
 by all life.76 This belief in individual uniqueness is illustrated by
 the value placed on personal expressiveness in African-American
 communities.77 Johnetta Ray, an inner city resident, describes this
 Afrocentric emphasis on individual uniqueness: "No matter how
 hard we try, I don't think black people will ever develop much of a
 herd instinct. We are profound individualists with a passion for
 self-expression."78

 A second component of the ethic of caring concerns the appro-
 priateness of emotions in dialogues. Emotion indicates that a
 speaker believes in the validity of an argument.79 Consider Ntozake
 Shange's description of one of the goals of her work: "Our [West-
 ern] society allows people to be absolutely neurotic and totally out
 of touch with their feelings and everyone else's feelings, and yet be
 very respectable. This, to me, is a travesty.... I'm trying to change
 the idea of seeing emotions and intellect as distinct faculties."80
 Shange's words echo those of the ex-slave. Both see the denigration
 of emotion as problematic, and both suggest that expressiveness
 should be reclaimed and valued.

 A third component of the ethic of caring involves developing the
 capacity for empathy. Harriet Jones, a sixteen-year-old Black
 woman, explains why she chose to open up to her interviewer:
 "Some things in my life are so hard for me to bear, and it makes me

 76 In her discussion of the West African Sacred Cosmos, Mechal Sobel (n. 35
 above) notes that Nyam, a root word in many West African languages, connotes an
 enduring spirit, power, or energy possessed by all life. In spite of the pervasiveness
 of this key concept in African humanism, its definition remains elusive. She points
 out, "Every individual analyzing the various Sacred Cosmos of West Africa has
 recognized the reality of this force, but no one has yet adequately translated this
 concept into Western terms" (13).

 77 For discussions of personal expressiveness in African-American culture, see
 Smitherman (n. 50 above); Kochman (n. 65 above), esp. chap. 9; and Mitchell and
 Lewter (n. 36 above).

 78 Gwaltney (n. 11 above), 228.
 79 For feminist analyses of the subordination of emotion in Western culture, see

 Hochschild (n. 32 above); and Chodorow.
 80 Tate (n. 70 above), 156.
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 feel better to know that you feel sorry about those things and would
 change them if you could."8l

 These three components of the ethic of caring-the value placed
 on individual expressiveness, the appropriateness of emotions, and
 the capacity for empathy-pervade African-American culture. One
 of the best examples of the interactive nature of the importance of
 dialogue and the ethic of caring in assessing knowledge claims
 occurs in the use of the call and response discourse mode in
 traditional Black church services. In such services, both the minis-
 ter and the congregation routinely use voice rhythm and vocal
 inflection to convey meaning. The sound of what is being said is
 just as important as the words themselves in what is, in a sense, a
 dialogue between reason and emotions. As a result, it is nearly
 impossible to filter out the strictly linguistic-cognitive abstract
 meaning from the sociocultural psycho-emotive meaning.82 While
 the ideas presented by a speaker must have validity, that is, agree
 with the general body of knowledge shared by the Black congre-
 gation, the group also appraises the way knowledge claims are
 presented.

 There is growing evidence that the ethic of caring may be part
 of women's experience as well. Certain dimensions of women's
 ways of knowing bear striking resemblance to Afrocentric expres-
 sions of the ethic of caring. Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and
 Tarule point out that two contrasting epistemological orientations
 characterize knowing-one, an epistemology of separation based
 on impersonal procedures for establishing truth, and the other, an
 epistemology of connection in which truth emerges through care.
 While these ways of knowing are not gender specific, dispropor-
 tionate numbers of women rely on connected knowing.83

 The parallels between Afrocentric expressions of the ethic of
 caring and those advanced by feminist scholars are noteworthy. The
 emphasis placed on expressiveness and emotion in African-
 American communities bears marked resemblance to feminist

 perspectives on the importance of personality in connected know-
 ing. Separate knowers try to subtract the personality of an individ-
 ual from his or her ideas because they see personality as biasing
 those ideas. In contrast, connected knowers see personality as
 adding to an individual's ideas, and they feel that the personality of
 each group member enriches a group's understanding.84 Similarly,
 the significance of individual uniqueness, personal expressiveness,

 81 Gwaltney, 11.
 82 Smitherman, 135 and 137.
 83 Belenky et al. (n. 59 above), 100-130.
 84 Ibid., 119.
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 and empathy in African-American communities resembles the
 importance that some feminist analyses place on women's "inner
 voice."85

 The convergence of Afrocentric and feminist values in the ethic-
 of-care dimension of an alternative epistemology seems particularly
 acute. While white women may have access to a women's tradition
 valuing emotion and expressiveness, few white social institutions
 except the family validate this way of knowing. In contrast, Black
 women have long had the support of the Black church, an institu-
 tion with deep roots in the African past and a philosophy that
 accepts and encourages expressiveness and an ethic of caring.
 While Black men share in this Afrocentric tradition, they must
 resolve the contradictions that distinguish abstract, unemotional
 Western masculinity from an Afrocentric ethic of caring. The
 differences among race/gender groups thus hinge on differences in
 their access to institutional supports valuing one type of knowing
 over another. Although Black women may be denigrated within
 white-male-controlled academic institutions, other institutions,
 such as Black families and churches, which encourage the expres-
 sion of Black female power, seem to do so by way of their support
 for an Afrocentric feminist epistemology.

 The ethic of personal accountability

 An ethic of personal accountability is the final dimension of an
 alternative epistemology. Not only must individuals develop their
 knowledge claims through dialogue and present those knowledge
 claims in a style proving their concern for their ideas, people are
 expected to be accountable for their knowledge claims. Zilpha
 Elaw's description of slavery reflects this notion that every idea has
 an owner and that the owner's identity matters: "Oh, the abomina-
 tions of slavery! ... every case of slavery, however lenient its
 inflictions and mitigated its atrocities, indicates an oppressor, the
 oppressed, and oppression."86 For Elaw, abstract definitions of
 slavery mesh with the concrete identities of its perpetrators and its
 victims. Blacks "consider it essential for individuals to have per-
 sonal positions on issues and assume full responsibility for arguing
 their validity."87

 85 See ibid., 52-75, for a discussion of inner voice and its role in women's
 cognitive styles. Regarding empathy, Belenky et al. note: "Connected knowers
 begin with an interest in the facts of other people's lives, but they gradually shift the
 focus to other people's ways of thinking. ... It is the form rather than the content of
 knowing that is central.... Connected learners learn through empathy" (115).

 86 Andrews (n. 48 above), 98.
 87 Kochman (n. 65 above), 20 and 25.
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 Assessments of an individual's knowledge claims simulta-
 neously evaluate an individual's character, values, and ethics.
 African-Americans reject Eurocentric masculinist beliefs that prob-
 ing into an individual's personal viewpoint is outside the boundaries
 of discussion. Rather, all views expressed and actions taken are
 thought to derive from a central set of core beliefs that cannot be
 other than personal.88 From this perspective, knowledge claims
 made by individuals respected for their moral and ethical values will
 carry more weight than those offered by less respected figures.89

 An example drawn from an undergraduate course composed
 entirely of Black women, which I taught, might help clarify the
 uniqueness of this portion of the knowledge-validation process.
 During one class discussion, I assigned the students the task of
 critiquing an analysis of Black feminism advanced by a prominent
 Black male scholar. Instead of dissecting the rationality of the
 author's thesis, my students demanded facts about the author's
 personal biography. They were especially interested in concrete
 details of his life such as his relationships with Black women, his
 marital status, and his social class background. By requesting data
 on dimensions of his personal life routinely excluded in positivist
 approaches to knowledge validation, they were invoking concrete
 experience as a criterion of meaning. They used this information to
 assess whether he really cared about his topic and invoked this
 ethic of caring in advancing their knowledge claims about his work.
 Furthermore, they refused to evaluate the rationality of his written
 ideas without some indication of his personal credibility as an
 ethical human being. The entire exchange could only have oc-
 curred as a dialogue among members of a class that had established
 a solid enough community to invoke an alternative epistemology in
 assessing knowledge claims.90

 The ethic of personal accountability is clearly an Afrocentric
 value, but is it feminist as well? While limited by its attention to
 middle-class, white women, Carol Gilligan's work suggests that
 there is a female model for moral development where women are
 more inclined to link morality to responsibility, relationships, and
 the ability to maintain social ties.9' If this is the case, then African-

 88 Ibid, 23.
 89 The sizable proportion of ministers among Black political leaders illustrates the

 importance of ethics in African-American communities.
 90 Belenky et al. discuss a similar situation. They note, "People could critique

 each other's work in this class and accept each other's criticisms because members
 of the group shared a similar experience .... Authority in connected knowing rests
 not on power or status or certification but on commonality of experience" (118).

 91 Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
 Press, 1982). Carol Stack critiques Gilligan's model by arguing that African-
 Americans invoke a similar model of moral development to that used by women (see
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 American women again experience a convergence of values from
 Afrocentric and female institutions.

 The use of an Afrocentric feminist epistemology in traditional Black
 church services illustrates the interactive nature of all four dimensions

 and also serves as a metaphor for the distinguishing features of an
 Afrocentric feminist way of knowing. The services represent more than
 dialogues between the rationality used in examining biblical texts/st-
 ories and the emotion inherent in the use of reason for this purpose.
 The rationale for such dialogues addresses the task of examining con-
 crete experiences for the presence of an ethic of caring. Neither emo-
 tion nor ethics is subordinated to reason. Instead, emotion, ethics, and
 reason are used as interconnected, essential components in assessing
 knowledge claims. In an Afrocentric feminist epistemology, values lie
 at the heart of the knowledge-validation process such that inquiry
 always has an ethical aim.

 Epistemology and Black feminist thought

 Living life as an African-American woman is a necessary prerequi-
 site for producing Black feminist thought because within Black
 women's communities thought is validated and produced with
 reference to a particular set of historical, material, and epistemo-
 logical conditions.92 African-American women who adhere to the
 idea that claims about Black women must be substantiated by Black
 women's sense of their own experiences and who anchor their
 knowledge claims in an Afrocentric feminist epistemology have
 produced a rich tradition of Black feminist thought.

 Traditionally, such women were blues singers, poets, autobiog-
 raphers, storytellers, and orators validated by the larger community
 of Black women as experts on a Black women's standpoint. Only a
 few unusual African-American feminist scholars have been able to

 defy Eurocentric masculinist epistemologies and explicitly em-
 brace an Afrocentric feminist epistemology. Consider Alice Walk-
 er's description of Zora Neale Hurston: "In my mind, Zora Neale
 Hurston, Billie Holiday, and Bessie Smith form a sort of unholy
 trinity. Zora belongs in the tradition of Black women singers, rather
 than among 'the literati.' . . . Like Billie and Bessie she followed

 "The Culture of Gender: Women and Men of Color," Signs 11, no. 2 [Winter 1986]:
 321-24). Another difficulty with Gilligan's work concerns the homogeneity of the
 subjects whom she studied.

 92 Black men, white women, and members of other race, class, and gender groups
 should be encouraged to interpret, teach, and critique the Black feminist thought
 produced by African-American women.
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 her own road, believed in her own gods, pursued her own dreams,
 and refused to separate herself from 'common' people."93

 Zora Neale Hurston is an exception for, prior to 1950, few Black
 women earned advanced degrees, and most of those who did
 complied with Eurocentric masculinist epistemologies. While
 these women worked on behalf of Black women, they did so within
 the confines of pervasive race and gender oppression. Black women
 scholars were in a position to see the exclusion of Black women
 from scholarly discourse, and the thematic content of their work
 often reflected their interest in examining a Black women's stand-
 point. However, their tenuous status in academic institutions led
 them to adhere to Eurocentric masculinist epistemologies so that
 their work would be accepted as scholarly. As a result, while they
 produced Black feminist thought, those Black women most likely to
 gain academic credentials were often least likely to produce Black
 feminist thought that used an Afrocentric feminist epistemology.

 As more Black women earn advanced degrees, the range of
 Black feminist scholarship is expanding. Increasing numbers of
 African-American women scholars are explicitly choosing to ground
 their work in Black women's experiences, and, by doing so, many
 implicitly adhere to an Afrocentric feminist epistemology. Rather
 than being restrained by their "both/and" status of marginality,
 these women make creative use of their outsider-within status and

 produce innovative Black feminist thought. The difficulties these
 women face lie less in demonstrating the technical components of
 white male epistemologies than in resisting the hegemonic nature
 of these patterns of thought in order to see, value, and use existing
 alternative Afrocentric feminist ways of knowing.

 In establishing the legitimacy of their knowledge claims, Black
 women scholars who want to develop Black feminist thought may
 encounter the often conflicting standards of three key groups. First,
 Black feminist thought must be validated by ordinary African-
 American women who grow to womanhood "in a world where the
 saner you are, the madder you are made to appear."94 To be credible
 in the eyes of this group, scholars must be personal advocates for
 their material, be accountable for the consequences of their work,
 have lived or experienced their material in some fashion, and be
 willing to engage in dialogues about their findings with ordinary,
 everyday people. Second, if it is to establish its legitimacy, Black
 feminist thought also must be accepted by the community of Black
 women scholars. These scholars place varying amounts of impor-
 tance on rearticulating a Black women's standpoint using an Afro-

 93 Walker (n. 72 above), 91.
 94 Gwaltney (n. 11 above), 7.
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 centric feminist epistemology. Third, Black feminist thought within
 academia must be prepared to confront Eurocentric masculinist
 political and epistemological requirements.

 The dilemma facing Black women scholars engaged in creating
 Black feminist thought is that a knowledge claim that meets the
 criteria of adequacy for one group and thus is judged to be an
 acceptable knowledge claim may not be translatable into the terms
 of a different group. Using the example of Black English, June
 Jordan illustrates the difficulty of moving among epistemologies:
 "You cannot 'translate' instances of Standard English preoccupied
 with abstraction or with nothing/nobody evidently alive into Black
 English. That would warp the language into uses antithetical to the
 guiding perspective of its community of users. Rather you must first
 change those Standard English sentences, themselves, into ideas
 consistent with the person-centered assumptions of Black
 English."93 While both worldviews share a common vocabulary, the
 ideas themselves defy direct translation.

 Once Black feminist scholars face the notion that, on certain
 dimensions of a Black women's standpoint, it may be fruitless to try
 to translate ideas from an Afrocentric feminist epistemology into a
 Eurocentric masculinist epistemology, then the choices become
 clearer. Rather than trying to uncover universal knowledge claims that
 can withstand the translation from one epistemology to another, time
 might be better spent rearticulating a Black women's standpoint in
 order to give African-American women the tools to resist their own
 subordination. The goal here is not one of integrating Black female
 "folk culture" into the substantiated body of academic knowledge, for
 that substantiated knowledge is, in many ways, antithetical to the best
 interests of Black women. Rather, the process is one of rearticulating
 a preexisting Black women's standpoint and recentering the language
 of existing academic discourse to accommodate these knowledge
 claims. For those Black women scholars engaged in this rearticulation
 process, the social construction of Black feminist thought requires the
 skill and sophistication to decide which knowledge claims can be
 validated using the epistemological assumptions of one but not both
 frameworks, which claims can be generated in one framework and
 only partially accommodated by the other, and which claims can be
 made in both frameworks without violating the basic political and
 epistemological assumptions of either.

 Black feminist scholars offering knowledge claims that cannot be
 accommodated by both frameworks face the choice between ac-
 cepting the taken-for-granted assumptions that permeate white-
 male-controlled academic institutions or leaving academia. Those

 95 Jordan (n. 58 above), 130.
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 Black women who choose to remain in academia must accept the
 possibility that their knowledge claims will be limited to those
 claims about Black women that are consistent with a white male

 worldview. And yet those African-American women who leave aca-
 demia may find their work is inaccessible to scholarly communities.

 Black feminist scholars offering knowledge claims that can be
 partially accommodated by both epistemologies can create a body
 of thought that stands outside of either. Rather than trying to
 synthesize competing worldviews that, at this point in time, may
 defy reconciliation, their task is to point out common themes and
 concerns. By making creative use of their status as mediators, their
 thought becomes an entity unto itself that is rooted in two distinct
 political and epistemological contexts.96

 Those Black feminists who develop knowledge claims that both
 epistemologies can accommodate may have found a route to the
 elusive goal of generating so-called objective generalizations that
 can stand as universal truths. Those ideas that are validated as true

 by African-American women, African-American men, white men,
 white women, and other groups with distinctive standpoints, with
 each group using the epistemological approaches growing from its
 unique standpoint, thus become the most objective truths.97

 Alternative knowledge claims, in and of themselves, are rarely
 threatening to conventional knowledge. Such claims are routinely
 ignored, discredited, or simply absorbed and marginalized in
 existing paradigms. Much more threatening is the challenge that
 alternative epistemologies offer to the basic process used by the
 powerful to legitimate their knowledge claims. If the epistemology
 used to validate knowledge comes into question, then all prior
 knowledge claims validated under the dominant model become
 suspect. An alternative epistemology challenges all certified knowl-
 edge and opens up the question of whether what has been taken to
 be true can stand the test of alternative ways of validating truth. The
 existence of an independent Black women's standpoint using an
 Afrocentric feminist epistemology calls into question the content of
 what currently passes as truth and simultaneously challenges the
 process of arriving at that truth.

 Department of Afro-American Studies
 University of Cincinnati

 96 Collins (n. 3 above).
 79 This point addresses the question of relativity in the sociology of knowledge

 and offers a way of regulating competing knowledge claims.
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